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Statistics show the IRS audited about 0.70% of returns filed for the year of 2016. Of course, that is the

average and the percentages begin to soar the more you make to almost 20% at the highest

compensation levels. For its part, PwC says the purpose of a financial audit for a company is to form a

view on whether the information presented in the financial report, taken as a whole, reflects the

financial position of the organization at a given date. Among things auditors do not do is they do not

check every figure in the financial report; judge the appropriateness of business activities, strategies

or decisions; or test the adequacy of all internal controls to name a few. Clearly, audits vary based on

type, duration, focus, etc. but they all generally revolve around a detailed review by someone with

skills in that area.

Maybe it is time for banks to think about a different sort of audit related to protecting against cyber

threats, while safeguarding customer privacy.

According to the results of the Online Trust Alliance's 2017 Online Trust Audit & Honor Roll, 52% of the

top 1,000 websites have strong cybersecurity and privacy practices. That is good, but the number

drops significantly when it comes to the websites of the US banking industry's largest players.

According to the audit's findings, 65% of the websites of the 100 biggest US banks failed to meet the

OTA's standards for best practices regarding Internet security and privacy.

The OTA basically performed an audit, which was conducted without the knowledge or participation of

the websites that were analyzed. It looked at three major components: site security, consumer

protection and privacy.

OTA examined everything from each site's consumer protection aspects, to its server, the security of

its infrastructure and even transparency and privacy disclosures. Websites were penalized for security

breaches and vulnerabilities, while bonus points were awarded for companies with emerging best

practices in regards to overall site security and protection of customers' privacy.

The biggest reason for banks' poor showing in the OTA's audit was insufficient email authentication of

the origin of customer emails. Shockingly, this is an area where 45% of banks received failing ratings.

The second weakest area was privacy, where 34% of the top 100 banks received failing ratings.

Finally, overall site security was the third biggest concern for banks' websites with 17% receiving

failure ratings.

One major factor that harmed banks' overall rankings was the growing number of data breaches they

experienced over the past year. Although we have addressed this issue before, it bears repeating - a

proactive IT team is critical for banks to stay on top of all the latest cyber risks.

Given the growing number of phishing emails that consumers receive from forged email addresses

these days, email authentication is an area where banks should pay particular attention. This is
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especially important since such authentication allows customers to identify who can send email on

their behalf.

While community banks do not fall within the OTA's audit, the results can be used as examples of

areas to be particularly diligent about. As identity theft and cybercrime continue to rise, bank

customers are increasingly concerned about privacy and the security of their information. Knowing

this, community banks should make every effort to highlight the precautions they are taking in these

areas of concern.

The main way to do this of course is to regularly communicate with your customers. Share things to

watch for regarding security such as emails and remind customers continually not to share personal

information or account information. It is hard work to keep your bank and your customers safe, but

occasional audits of your process and approach should help.
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BANK NEWS

Waiting Game

Global banking regulators (the Basel Committee) said they have postponed their next meeting to

discuss global capital rules until Oct, with any potential changes unlikely until 2024 or 2025.

Fed

JPMorgan reports the market is in-line with recent Fed speakers who indicate the Fed may start to

shrink the $4.5T portfolio at the Sep meeting (and hike rates in Dec). However, if inflation remains

soft, look for the Fed to possibly push the next rate hike to Jan or Mar meetings.

Settlement

JPMorgan has agreed to pay $4.6mm to settle CFPB claims the bank did not properly inform

customers why their checking account applications were denied.

More Retirement

A strong economy has helped push the average 401(k) balance to $97,700 according to Fidelity and

the average IRA to $100,200 - record highs. Despite this news, 21% of workers are still not

contributing enough to get the full employer match benefit.

Cross Functional

MIT research finds 77% of digitally maturing companies recognize and reward collaboration and cross

functional teams as a cornerstone of how they operate.

Advertising Costs

Research by Adobe Digital Insights finds average advertisement costs over the past 2Ys have risen as

follows: Super Bowl ads (+21%), online video (+13%), mobile display (+12%), desktop search

(+11%), mobile search (+11%) and television ads (+7%).

HEDGING SERVICES FOR COMMUNITY BANKS

Community bankers seeing long-term fixed rate demand from business clients can transform

payments into floating rate on their books using Borrowers' Loan Protection (BLP). Learn more here.
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